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Poste d - 16/10/2009 : 14:31:42

Do you feel more knowledgeable about music in general, since your love for
Dusty led you to this forum?
I know that I do..
Only for Dusty I would never have even heard of Peter Allen and the fact
that he wrote some of the best songs ever...

2242 Posts

There are other examples I could give, but I don't wanna steal everyones
thunder.
Got anything to add?
CR xx
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I've got something to add..
Before anyone starts telling me that its mainly due to the kind sharing of
knowledge by the Contributors, Obviously I realise that.
But, without Dusty there'd be no Forum and no Contributors would there?
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I'm talking about the people who I never knew about who were connected
to Dusty in some way..
Hope I've made myself clear, but I've a feeling that I've not.
CR xx
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I think I understand what you are saying Carole.
I've known of Peter Allen for years and c an remember him performing on the
Ed Sullivan Show from my childhood.
However, if it wasn't for Dusty, I would have never heard of one of my
favorite singers, Michael Ball! I also never heard of Jo Stafford before Dusty
either.
USA
3185 Posts

I would have not known about Madeline Bell, Simon Bell, Julie Felix or Katy
Setterfield either, but I guess that isn't exactly what you mean.
Marty

Michael
Muccino
Little by little
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Yes Carole - You're quite clear on this! For starters, I
would not have known what a talent Madeline Bell was
(and is), and what a shame it is that she had to find
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acclaim abroad rather than here in her native U.S. I
learned this after I asked Nacy about a good book on
Dusty, and she suggested Annie's great work. (I just
mentioned two contributors, but what the hell - it ties in!)
Michael
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"Ever since we met you had a hold on me."
Baby Blue
Where am I going?
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Opps! Forgot to add an obvious one to my list, The Springfields.
Marty
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My knowledge of Motown wouldn't have been so profound at all!
Cor xx
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I never gave much attention to Anne Murray until I found out that her and
Dusty had a mutual respect..
And when I heard their duet of 'I Just Fall In Love Again' I became quite a
fan of Ms. Murray.
I agree about Madeleine Bell also..
In the past,I had only ever taken notice of her when she was in Blue Mink
singing Melting Pot.
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Now, I know that she is a sublime talent, who was, and is a gem of the
Music World, appreciated by her peers and all who are lucky enough to
have heard her fabulous voice.
CR xx
Edite d by - C arole R . o n 16/10/2009 21:54:08
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A friend of mine told me that Anne Murray has gotten up on stage stating
that one of her most admired singers is Dusty Springfield. The lady has
excellent taste and from what I hear she's a very nice person too!
Marty
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